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1. Who researched on `Gangs` and made a study of many gangs in Chicago?

(A) Taft/ (B) Thrasher/ (C) Hooten/ (D) Sheldon/

2. The Supreme Court of India made a landmark decision in Ramamurthy Vs State of Karnataka was related to:

(A) After arrest procedure/ (B) Police reforms/ (C) Bail procedure/ (D) Prison reforms/

3. The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO) came into force in the year:

(A) 2015 (B) 2012 (C) 2010 (D) 2011

4. Using the codes given below indicate the concept of Penal Couple consists of

I. Victim
II. Offender
III. Community
IV. Witness

5. Section 396 of the Indian Penal Code refers to:

(A) Punishment to robbery/ (B) Dacoity with murder/ (C) Punishment for Dacoity/ (D) Attempt to Commit Robbery/ 

6. Who introduced the concept of Mental Age, Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and its influence on criminal behaviour?

(A) Freud/ (B) Binet/ (C) Glueck/ (D) Robinson/

7. Section 108 of Indian Penal Code refers to:

(A) Thug/ (B) Abettor/
8. Indian Computer Emergency Response Team is defined under which section of the Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008?
(A) Section 60-B
(B) Section 61-B
(C) Section 69
(D) Section 70-B

9. Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC), Gas Liquid Chromatography (GLC) are being used in
(A) Odontology
(B) Toxicology
(C) Graphology
(D) Entomology

10. Which section of Cr.P.C. explains ‘Examination of accused by medical practitioner’ at the request of Police Officer?
(A) Section 53/ Section 53A/ 53
(B) Section 51/ Section 56/ 51

11. The National Security Guard (NSG) was set up on the pattern of:
(A) SAS United Kingdom
(B) Quick Response, Hongkong
(C) FBI, USA
(D) Quick Replay, Great Britain

12. In India, `Police station` is defined in:
(A) Section 2(f) Cr.P.C./ Section 2(k) Cr.P.C./ Section 2(s) Cr.P.C./ Section 2(wa) Cr.P.C.

13. The Chief of Central Bureau of Investigation is appointed by:
(A) The Central Vigilance Commission
(B) Union Public Service Commission
(C) Public Service Commission
(D) National Human Rights Commission
14. The word 'Forensic Ballistics' was coined by:
(A) Edmond/ (B) Goddard/ (C) Kirk/ (D) Hilton/

15. The study of relationship between evidence and insects is called:
(A) Forensic Etymology/ (B) Forensic Odontology/ (C) Brain Mapping/ (D) Forensic Entomology/

16. Pennsylvania prison system was introduced at:
(A) New York/ (B) Washington/ (C) Philadelphia/ (D) Illionis/

17. Father of the Parole System is:
(A) Alexander Marwin/ (B) Cat Steven/ (C) Alexander Maconochie/ (D) Luciferous Karla/

18. 'Trichology' is the study:
(A) Blood/ (B) Hair/ (C) Poison/ (D) Soil/

19. Who imposed the new police regulations in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa that put an end to the keeping of armed militants by the Zamindars in 1792?
(A) William Bentinck/ (B) Lord Cornwallis/ (C) Robert Peel/ (D) Warren Hastings/

20. Under which section of the Indian Penal Code is sexual intercourse by a man with his wife during separation an offence?
(A) Section 375/ (B) Section 376 D/ (C) Section 376 A/ (D) Section 376 C/
21. The theory of "friction ridges is never duplicated in two individuals" was propounded by:

(A) Herschel/ हर्शेल (B) Mayer/ मेयर (C) Henry/ हेनरी (D) Locard/ लॉकर्ड

22. Density Gradient Technique is used for:

(A) Comparing Handwriting/ लेखन (B) Comparing soil specimens/ भूमि नमूने (C) Comparing the Bullets/ गोल्फ विषय (D) Comparing the Foot prints/ भुजाकूल

23. Who among the following classified the factors of the crime as 'Individual or Anthropological, Physical or Natural and Social'?

(A) Healy/ हीली (B) Ferri/ फर्री (C) Durkheim/ दर्क्हिम (D) Tarde/ टर्डे

24. Post Mortem caloricity means:

(A) Colour changes of dead body/ मृतव्य कोलर (B) Rigidity of dead body/ मृतव्य विकस (C) Raising temperature of dead body/ मृतव्य उष्णकोश (D) Raising weight of dead body/ मृतव्य वजन

25. Electro Encephalo Gram (EEG) is used for:

(A) Brain Printing/ ब्रायन प्रिंटिङ (B) Voice Test/ ध्वनि टेस्ट (C) Semen Analysis/ विरोध विशलेख (D) Drug Analysis/ दुधार विशलेख

26. The author of the book `Punishment and Responsibility`:

(A) Hart/ हार्ट (B) Sutherland and Cressy/ सूथरल एंड क्रेसी (C) Reckless/ रेक्लेस (D) Johnson & Johnson/ जोन्सन एंड जोन्सन

27. The case of D.K. Basu Vs State of West Bengal refers to:

(A) Arrest procedure/ सरकारी विधेयक (B) Sircar's letter/ शिरकार का पत्र (C) Reckless letter/ रेक्लेस पत्र (D) False evidence/ गुरुवारी साक्ष्य
28. Conceptually, the practice of systematic extortion under some kind of threat usually of personal injury or property is considered to be a characteristic of which one of the following Typology of Crime?

(A) Gambling/೜ೊಂದೆಗಣ
(B) Criminal Racketeering/ ಅಣ್ಣತೆಗಣ
(C) White Collar Crime/ ಬಿಳಿಕಟ್ಟೆಗಣ
(D) Theft/ ತುಳುಗ

29. The Central Vigilance Commission was created on the recommendation of:

(A) Santhanam Committee/ ಸಾಂಥನಾಂ ಆಯೊಜಗ
(B) Reckless Committee/ ಯ ಕ ಿಸ್ ಆಯೊಜಗ
(C) Krishna Iyer Committee/ ಕೃಷ್ಣ ಅಮಿಯರ್ ಆಯೊಜಗ
(D) Kapoor Committee/ ಕ಩ಯರ್ ಆಯೊಜಗ

30. The first scientific recommendation to modernise prison in India was made by:

(A) Mulla/ ಜೊಂಬರ
(B) Reckless/ ಸಿಲ್ಸರ
(C) Sutherland/ ಸಾಂತರ್ ಆಂಡರ್
(D) Carnwallis/ ಕಾರ್ನಾಲ್ಲಿಸ

31. Crimes are the result of man’s craze for luxurious life. – was a statement made by:

(A) Goring/ ಗೊಂಗಿರಿಂಗ್
(B) Tarde/ ಟಾರ್ಡ್
(C) Shaw and Mckay/ ಶಾವ್ ಅಂಡ್ ಮ್ಯಾಕ್‌ಯ
(D) Thurston/ ಥೂ್ಸ್ಟನ್

32. Very young children are permitted to stay in prisons provided they are with their

(A) Mother/ ಮಹಿಳೆ
(B) Father/ ತಾಂದ
(C) Uncle/ ಅಂಕಲ್
(D) Aunty/ ಆಂಟ

33. The statement "Crime is a social injury and an expression of subjective opinion varying in time and place" was given by:

(A) Sutherland/ ಸಾಂತರ್
(B) Kenny/ ಕ್ಯುಂಗಿ
34. Among the places given below, where is the Police Dog Training School situated?

(A) Amaravathi
(B) Pune
(C) Takenpur
(D) Bhopal

35. Which section of Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 deals with Penalty for demanding dowry?

(A) Section 4
(B) Section 8-B
(C) Section 9
(D) Section 2

36. Which of the following Commission gave importance to victims of crime and their rights?

(A) Krishna Iyer Committee
(B) Malimath Committee
(C) Kapoor Committee
(D) McCaulay Committee

37. The term `cyberspace` was used for the first time by:

(A) William Thomson
(B) William Gibson
(C) William James
(D) William Johnson

38. Magistrate inquest is conducted in the case of:

(A) Murder
(B) Death in police custody
(C) Culpable Homicide
(D) Dacoity with Murder

39. A prison with minimum security and low prison regimentalization is

(A) Central prison
(B) District prison
(C) Open air prison
(D) Special prison

40. Among these, which was the largest open air prison?

(A) Sitarganj
(B) Kishanganj
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41. The main characteristic of Auburn prison system is:
(A) Separate system/
(B) Silent system/
(C) Free system/
(D) Reformatory system/

42. In India which State started Open Air Prison for the first time?
(A) Madhya Pradesh/
(B) Karnataka/
(C) Uttar Pradesh/
(D) Punjab/

43. Which of the following is referred to Truth Serum?
(A) Sodium Chloride/
(B) Potassium Permanganate/
(C) Sodium Pentathol/
(D) Penta Sodium Hydrocarbonate/

44. The Expert Committee on Women Prisoners was headed by:
(A) Verma/
(B) Krishna Iyer/
(C) Mulla/
(D) Malimath/

45. The phrase `Victim precipitation` was first introduced by:
(A) Adler/ 
(B) Wolfgang/ 
(C) Godwin/ 
(D) Lindsmith/ 

46. Among these which is the oldest `Police force`?
(A) Border Security Force/
(B) Assam Rifles/
(C) Central Industrial Security Force/
(D) Sashastra Seema Bal/

47. The `act of an unsound mind` is defined under which section of the Indian Penal Code?
(A) 79/ 
(B) 80/ 
(C) 83/ 
(D) 84/
48. Quick and reliable method of detecting Haemoglobin is:

- (A) Haemin crystal test
- (B) Spectroscopic test
- (C) Acid Phosphate test
- (D) Chromatography test

49. An Open Jail for the rehabilitation of hardened and habitual criminals was set up at:

- (A) Prisoner’s Agricultural Camp – Anantpur
- (B) Navjiwan Shivir (camp) – Mungaoli
- (C) Nav Vilas Camp – Durgapur
- (D) Parivarthan Camp – Patna

50. "Differential Association is a cause of criminality" was a statement given by:

- (A) Clifford Shaw
- (B) Enrico Ferri
- (C) Cyrilburt
- (D) E.H. Sutherland

51. Which article of the Indian Constitution designates the police as a State subject?

- (A) Article 246
- (B) Article 241
- (C) Article 216
- (D) Article 213

52. Section 6 of the Juvenile Justice Act (2000) refers to:

- (A) Powers of Juvenile Justice Board
- (B) Powers of Welfare Officer
- (C) Special Home
- (D) Observation Home

53. The concept of ‘Hedonism’ was used by:

- (A) Lombroso
- (B) Quetlet
- (C) Beccaria
- (D) Comte

54. Who observed that "it is not the humanity within the criminal but the criminality within
the human being which needs to be curbed”?
(A) Ferri/ (B) Gillin/ (C) Kenny/ (D) Blackstone/

(C) Kenny/ (D) Blackstone/

55. Section 45 of Indian Evidence Act refers to:
(A) Dying declaration/ (B) Primary evidence/ (C) Experts’ opinion/ (D) Public document/

56. The first attempt to develop a scientific instrument to detect truth was made in 1895 by
(A) Sheldon/ (B) Lombroso/ (C) Johnson/ (D) Petarson/

57. The NHRC issued guidelines to police on December 1999 related to:
(A) Police Cruelty/ (B) Police–Public Relations/ (C) Police–Prosecution Relations/ (D) Rural Police/

58. ‘Prem Shankar Shukla Vs Delhi Administration’ case is related to:
(A) Bar against Hand–cuffing/ (B) Parole/ (C) Arrest procedure/ (D) Recording FIR/

59. Passionate criminal type classified by whom?
(A) Bonger/ (B) Ferri/ (C) Tarde/ (D) Healy/

60. ‘Wads’ are usually found in
(A) Shotgun/ (B) Rifled Arm/ (C) Pistol/ (D) Revolver/

61. Sheela Barse Vs State of Maharashtra is a
case related to:

(A) Women victims/

(B) Men victims/

(C) Custodial violence to women prisoner/

(D) Probation of women offender/

62. `Thermic Law` was propounded by:

(A) Quetlet/

(B) Mendelson/

(C) Lemert/

(D) Quinney/

63. Albert Cohen introduced the phrase:

(A) Middle class measuring rod/

(B) Lower class measuring rod/

(C) Upper class measuring rod/

(D) Super class measuring rod/

64. During the Gupta’s period, chief of the police force was called as:

(A) Mahadandadikari/

(B) Sandik/

(C) Dandapakshik/

(D) Mimansaka/

65. Section 174 of Cr.P.C. deals with:

(A) Inquest by a Magistrate etc./

(B) Inquiry by a Magistrate etc./

(C) Police to enquire on suicide etc./

(D) Dying declaration and related matters/

66. Which section of Indian Penal Code defines `Document`?

(A) Section 44/

(B) Section 43/

(C) Section 29/

(D) Section 28/

67. Who received early training in fingerprint system directly from Edward Henry?

(A) Bankim Chandra Bose/

(B) Hem Chandra Bose/

(C) Khan Bahaddur Khan/
68. Sutherland is associated with which of the following concepts?
   Indicate with the codes given below:
   I. Biological determinism
   II. White collar crime
   III. Felicific calculus
   IV. Differential learning
   (A) I & II
   (B) II & III
   (C) II & IV
   (D) III & IV

69. The famous book entitled `Questioned Documents` was written by
   (A) Goddard/
   (B) Osborn/
   (C) Bates/
   (D) Scott/

70. The Government of India appointed a National Police Commission in 1977 under the Chairmanship of:
   (A) Chidambaram/
   (B) Malimath/
   (C) Dharamvir/
   (D) Prakash Singh/

71. Indian Ink is:
   (A) Manufactured in Japan/
   (B) Carbon suspension in water/
   (C) Iron gallotannate ink/
   (D) Die based ink/

72. The first women police station was set up at:
   (A) Calicut/
   (B) Jaipur/
   (C) Bengaluru/
   (D) Chennai/

73. Criminology is a branch of criminal sciences which deals with crime causation, analysis and prevention of crimes – is a statement given by:
   (A) Sutherland/
   (B) Gillin/
   (C) Kenny/
   (D) Michel and Adler/

74. Which of the following section of the Information Technology Act (2008) was
struck down by the Supreme Court of India? (A) Section 66A/ (B) Section 66E/ (C) Section 66F/ (D) Section 67/ 

75. “Curfew” is dealt with by which of the following laws? (A) Transfer of Prisoners Act/ (B) Indian Penal Code/ (C) Indian Evidence Act/ (D) Code of Criminal Procedure/ 

76. Adolphe Quetelet associated with the cartographic school of criminology is also associated with (A) Psychology/ (B) Chemistry/ (C) Statistics/ (D) Economics/ 

77. Who among the following tried to find the association between body types and criminal behaviour? (A) Eyesenck/ (B) Goddard/ (C) Shaw/ (D) Sheldon/ 

78. "Organised Crime resembles those economic adventures or enterprises which is organised to carry on illegal activities", was a statement made by: (A) Reckless/ (B) Sellin/ (C) Taft/ (D) Sutherland/ 

79. Prof. Alex Jeffrey who’s pioneering work in developing DNA fingerprint technique is affiliated to (A) Oxford University/ (B) Leicester University/ (C) Burkely University/ (D) Lyons University/ 

80. The book “The Criminal and His Victim” was written by:
81. Generally the case diary is maintained by:
(A) SP/
(B) Dy. S.P/
(C) Investigation Officer/
(D) IGP/

82. Victim has been defined in
(A) Section 4 of Cr.P.C. (1973)/
(B) Section 4 of IPC (1860)/
(C) Section 2 of Cr.P.C. (2008)/
(D) Section 2 of IPC (1860)/

83. Section 157 of Cr.P.C. deals with:
(A) Recording of confessions/
(B) Examination of witnesses by police/
(C) Procedure on arrest by magistrate/
(D) Procedure for investigation/

84. Duties of a Probation Officer is explained under which section of the Probation of Offenders Act. 1958?
(A) Section 12/ 12
(B) Section 14/ 14
(C) Section 3/ 3
(D) Section 5/ 5

85. The Chairperson of NHRC is appointed by the:
(A) Home Minister/ 
(B) President of India/ 
(C) Chief Justice of Supreme Court/ 
(D) Defence Minister/

86. Child Welfare Committee consists of
(A) Four members/
(B) Three members/
(C) Chairperson and two members/
(D) Chairperson and four members/

87. Who among the following described that the
acts committed by a gang is due to "short term hedonism"?
(A) Lombroso/ Lombardo
(B) Goring/ Göring
(C) Cohen/ Cohen
(D) Tarde/ Tarde

88. Buying minor for purpose of prostitution, etc., is an offence under which section of Indian Penal Code?
(A) Section 373/ Section 373
(B) Section 374/ Section 374
(C) Section 371/ Section 371
(D) Section 372/ Section 372

89. The Vohra Committee Report refers to:
(A) Prison Reforms/ सजा कोशिका
(B) Nexus between the criminal gangs, police and politicians/ अतिकृत गड्ढ, पुलिस अन्दर स्तवनरी गड्ढ
(C) Terrorist problems/ भवन गड्ढ
(D) Police Welfares/ पुलिस कल्याण

90. Arsenic Trioxide is commonly known as:
(A) Red Arsenic/ लाल मार्किक
(B) Blue Arsenic/ नील मार्किक
(C) White Arsenic/ सफेद मार्किक
(D) Green Arsenic/ भूरा मार्किक

91. The largest Central Paramilitary Force is:
(A) ITBP/ आईटीबीपी
(B) RAF/ एएफ़टी
(C) CRPF/ सीआरपीएफ
(D) CISF/ सीಐಐएसएफ

92. Mass spectrograph has now become an excellent tool for the identification of:
(A) Teeth/ हलोगाळ
(B) Footprint/ चिह्न
(C) Poison/ विष
(D) Bullet/ ब्लूट

93. Which of the following are Special laws?
(A) Dowry Prohibition Act/ वेड़ालिकारी व्यवस्था
(B) Indian Penal Code/ दांड सांহिता
(C) Criminal Procedure Code/ दांड अधिनम
(D) Indian Evidence Act/ बकायदा अधिनम

94. Radical Criminology is influenced by:
(A) Marxism/ मार्क्सवाद
95. Who among the following defines Crime as a legal wrong, the remedy for which is punishment of the offender at the instance of the State?

(A) Cross & Jones
(B) John
(C) Stephen
(D) Tappan

96. Which instrument is helpful in the identification and comparison of inks?

(A) Thin Layer Chromatography
(B) Electronic chromatography
(C) Video spectro comparator
(D) Gas chromatography

97. The word `police` is derived from the Greek word `politia` means:

(A) Place
(B) State
(C) Civilians
(D) Court

98. The State Police Complaints Authority in Karnataka shall be headed by:

(A) Home Minister
(B) Law Minister
(C) DG & IGP
(D) Retired High Court Judge

99. Who among the following described that police force is the `largest single lawless group`?

(A) Justice Khadri
(B) Justice Vasudevan
(C) Justice Mulla
(D) Justice Verma

100. The All India Jails Committee of 1919–20 was headed by:

1919–20ರ ಅಲ್ಲ ಬಿಲ್ಲಸ ದಕ್ಷಿಣದ ನಿರ್ದೇಶಕ.
(A) Sir Alexander Cardew

(B) Sir Thomas Ray

(C) Sir Mery Johnson

(D) Dr. Walter Reckless
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3. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮೂಲಕ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
4. ಅಂಚೆಯಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ನೂರಾಕ್ರು ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
5. ನೂರಾಕ್ರು ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
6. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮೂಲಕ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
7. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮೂಲಕ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
8. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮೂಲಕ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
9. ನೂರಾಕ್ರು ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
10. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮೂಲಕ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲೇರಿ 4.0.0. ಎಸ್. ಎಸ್. ಬಿಫ್ ಮಿಸರು ಮಿಸರು ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯನ್ನು ಸರಿಸಮಾನವಾಗಿ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿದರೆ, ಮನನ್ನು ಸಮಯ ವಷೋನ್‌ನ ಸಾಂಖ್ಯಾವೆಯಿಸಿಸಿ.
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